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- a finished action in the past.
- We met in 2000.
- John left two minutes ago.

- actions that follow each other in a story.
- Mary walked into the room and stopped. She listened carefully. She…..

- past situation or habit.
- When I was a child, we lived in a small house by the river. 

* used to

Past Simple
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Spelling of verb + ed

- Most verbs add -ed to the base form of the verb.
- worked, wanted, helped, washed

- When the verb ends in -e, add -d.
- Liked, used, hated, cared

- If the verb has only one syllable, with one vowel+ one consonant, double the consonant before adding -ed.
- napped, planned, robbed
- But we write cooked, seated, and moaned because there are two vowels.

- The consonant is not doubled if it is –y or- w.
- Played, showed

- In most two-syllable verbs, the end consonant is doubled if the stress is on the second syllable.
- pre'ferred, ad’mitted
- But we write  ‘entered and 'visited because the stress is on the first syllable.

- Verbs that end in a consonant+ -y change the -y to –ied.
- Carried, hurried, buried
- But we write enjoyed because it ends in a vowel + -y.

Past Simple



We often use the Past Continuous in sentences with the past Simple.
The Past Continuous refers to longer, background activities, while the
Past Simple refers to shorter, completed actions.

- to express activities  in progress before, and probably after, a particular time in the past.
- At 7 o’clock this morning I was having my breakfast.
- What were you doing?

- for descriptions.
- Jane looked beautiful. She was wearing a green cotton dress. Her eyes were shining in the light of the  

candles that were burning nearby.

- to express an interrupted past activity.
- When the phone rang, I was having a shower.

- to express an incomplete activity in the past in order to contrast with the Past Simple that expresses a completed 
activity.

- I was reading a book during the flight. (I didn't finish it )

• The Past Simple is usually used to express a repeated past habit or situation. But the Past Continuous can be used 
if the repeated habit becomes a longer setting for something.

• I went out with jack for ten years.
• I first met Harry while I was going out with jack.

Past Continuous



Past Perfect



Past Passive
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